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ABSTRACT 

The objective of this thesis is to understand the deformation and potential node bond 

failures of fiberglass/phenolic honeycomb core during forming. This data will be used to provide 

experimental validation of a hyper elastic finite element model developed by Wichita State 

University to provide a predictive failure envelope for this core.  

Experimental core forming was conducted on 15 specimens at temperatures of 350°F, 

450°F and 575°F, and core was formed to inner mold line radii of  75 inches (spherical), 77 

inches (cylindrical), and 150 inches (spherical). These temperatures and radii were chosen to test 

both predicted success and failure conditions by the finite element model.  Cool down rates were 

calculated and analyzed for each specimen and the average initial rate of cooling was determined 

to be used in the validation exercise for the finite element model. After forming, digital image 

correlation was used to measure the radii in both the ribbon and transverse planes to quantify the 

springback.  

It was confirmed that for RIML=75 inches, node bond failures occurred at all 

temperatures, while at RIML=77 inches and RIML=150 inches no node bond failures occurred. 

This is consistent with the FEA model predictions. The cooling rates for all specimens using both 

the infrared oven and conventional oven showed that as the final core temperature increased, the 

cooling rate also increased. It was determined that the core that was heated in the infrared oven 

had higher cooling rates than the core heated in the conventional oven. This was due to 

environmental conditions and difference in testing temperatures.  The springback data showed 

that the specimens sprung back more in the ribbon plane than in the transverse plane orthogonal 

to it, which was anticipated based on the higher stiffness of the core double cell walls in the 

ribbon direction. A final check of test control method found that using displacement control to 

apply the forming pressure was equivalent to using force control.  
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

Honeycomb core is used in several different applications throughout numerous fields [1]. In 

the field of aerospace, honeycomb core is used in almost every section of aircraft. Specifically in 

structural applications, the honeycomb core is meant to carry load as part of the aircraft in both 

primary and secondary structures.  In large commercial aircraft, honeycomb core is mostly used 

in the nacelles and the control surfaces [2]. In smaller general aviation aircraft, honeycomb core 

is typically used in the fuselage and the control surfaces [2]. In order to use honeycomb core in 

aviation, it must constructed into a sandwich panel [2]. For example, Figure 1 shows an engine 

nacelle which employs sandwich construction, Figure 2 shows typical areas where core is used in 

an aircraft wing and Figure 3 shows an example of a sandwich panel.  

 
 

Figure 1. Engine nacelle where honeycomb core is frequently used [3]. 
 

https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwirvZnvvK_hAhVHA6wKHcWLBJgQjRx6BAgBEAU&url=https://utcaerospacesystems.com/product_gallery/nacelle-systems/&psig=AOvVaw1iFaJD5RFOhunMd67fT06l&ust=1554228062752191
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Figure 2. Typical locations of honeycomb core in a wing [2]. 
 

 

Figure 3. Honeycomb core formed into a sandwich panel [2]. 
 

Honeycomb core has several benefits that make it an attractive material for aerospace 

applications. The primary purpose of the core is to enhance the flexural stiffness of composite 

structures by spacing apart high modulus face sheets similar to flanges in an I-section beam. 
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Honeycomb core can be fabricated using either metallic or composite materials [1]. The benefits 

of composite core include resistance to: corrosion, compression, heat and moisture absorption, as 

well as a high strength to weight ratio [4]. Fiberglass/Phenolic core has specific advantages that 

include the ability to meet flammability requirements, high strength up to 350°F and it's readily 

heat formed [10].  Specifically, this thesis will focus of fiberglass/phenolic honeycomb core used 

in aerospace applications.  

The honeycomb cores are typically manufactured as flat sheets. However, when used in the 

fabrication (layup) of sandwich structures, depending on the geometry of the structure, the core 

sheets may have to be tapered and/or shaped to have curvatures. The tapering is achieved by 

machining the core block using established processes within the industry. The shaping or 

forming of cores to different curvatures is accomplished by using proprietary thermoforming 

techniques [8]. 

1.2 Problem Statement 

Node bond failures, the separation of bonds between adjacent ribbons, can occur during core 

forming process due to extensive straining of the bulk core material. The node bond failures in 

formed cores lead to expensive repairs and/or rejection of the formed parts. The red ovals in 

Figure 4 show the locations of node bonds.  

                            

Figure 4. Locations of node bonds (right) and node bond failures (left). 
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Work is being done to develop a predictive failure envelope to address this issue for forming 

honeycomb core, which will support future aircraft design. The predictive failure envelope being 

developed by WSU using FEA software can predict the principal curvatures of the bulk core 

material at which node bond failures will occur [6].  Due to the lack of published experimental 

data for node bond failures occurring during the forming process, the FEA based failure 

envelope has not been validated. An experimental validation of the failure envelope is necessary 

prior to implementing the envelope into the design process.   

In this work, validation data for the failure envelope will be generated by conducting forming 

experiments on a honeycomb core. A discussion including the background of honeycomb core 

forming and a literature review can be seen in chapter two. A test matrix has been developed for 

validation of the numerical model in chapter three using current data from the FEA model as to 

where failure is predicted to occur or not.  Procedures for a thermal survey and core forming 

testing will be defined in chapter three. The results of the testing will be presented in chapter 

four. The data presented in chapter four will help validate the limits on the curvatures that the 

FEA model predicts the honeycomb core can be formed to. 
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Honeycomb Core Fabrication Process 

Honeycomb core is generally fabricated using one of two adhesive bonding methods, the 

expansion method [5] and the corrugated method [5]. The expansion method starts by taking a 

sheet of foil and applying alternating glue lines on each sheet. Then the foil is stacked on top of 

each other and the glue is allowed to dry. After the desired number of sheets is reached, the stack 

of foil is expanded using a machine. The block of core is then sliced to the specific sheet 

thickness desired [5].  

The second method, the corrugated method, begins by running pre-impregnated 

fiberglass/phenolic fabric through a gear press to create a corrugated sheet. The corrugated sheets 

are then bonded together with additional phenolic resin to achieve the full honeycomb shape [5]. 

The sheets of core are further dipped in phenolic resin until the desired core density, and 

therefore fiber volume fraction, is produced. Both processes can be seen below in Figure 5. 

 

Figure 5. Corrugated method (top right) and expansion method (bottom left) for honeycomb core 
forming [5]. 
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The principal material coordinate system for honeycomb core widely reported in open 

literature [10] is shown in Figure 6. The ribbon (L) direction is parallel to the double celled walls 

(in the plane of the core) which correspond to node bonds, and the in-plane transverse direction 

(W) is orthogonal to the double walls.  

 

Figure 6. Honeycomb directions and node bonds. [6] 

 

2.2 Forming of honeycomb cores 

Honeycomb core is typically formed to contours needed for assembly in aircraft structure 

using dies/tooling of required shapes [7].   The core is shaped by forcing it to conform to the 

shape of the tooling by applying out-of-plane loads using contraptions which include rubber 

membranes, belts, mesh, etc. [8]. Additionally, you can use a match mold process that uses a 

male die and a female die that come together either by displacement control or force control, 

with the core in the middle [7].  The core is permanently deformed due to the accumulation of 

plastic strains (metallic cores) or by the development of heat induced creep strains (polymeric 

cores). In the thermoforming process, the core is initially heated in an oven to a desired 

temperature. After reaching that temperature, the core is removed from the oven and is placed in 

Thickness (T, Z) 

Ribbon (L, X)

Transverse (W, Y)

Node 

Bonds 
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between the matching molds which are subsequently closed to form the core. This process is 

illustrated in Figure 7. 

 

 

Figure 7. Match mold forming from [12]. 

2.3 Predictive Methodology for Core Forming Limits 

Wichita State University is developing a forming limit diagram for fiberglass/phenolic 

honeycomb core. They are developing a hyper-elastic model using finite element analysis of a 

unit cell. Currently, they have validated the model using 4-point bend testing.  The experimental 

data they obtained from this testing reasonably agreed with their model at room temperature. At 

elevated temperatures, the model agreed up to displacements of 0.5 inches. [6]. 

The WSU team performed forming simulations using non-linear finite element software and 

an idealized core. The forming simulations were run using three shapes; anticlastic, cylindrical 

and spherical. From their models, they obtained the normal strains along both the ribbon and 

transverse direction. They determined that node bond failures would likely occur on both the top 

and bottom surfaces of the core. [6]  

Insert core into 
mold 

Close mold Allow core to 
cool 

Release mold 
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 The WSU team developed forming limit diagrams based on the principal curvatures at 

both room temperature and 575°F, using the node bond failure envelopes they developed 

previously. Their model addressed the potential for node bond failures during the dwell and 

cooling stages when there are thermal contractions and creep strain accumulation taking place. 

The forming limit diagram that was developed for 575°F forming is displayed in Figure 8 [6] 

 

Figure 8. Forming limit diagram for honeycomb core formed at 575°F [6]. 

2.4 Other Efforts for Validation of Models  

Experimental data to assist in validating the forming limit diagram is not widely published. 

Most modeling and validation in this area are related to disbond between cores and face sheets 

but fails to consider node disbond within the core itself. WSU has experimentally validated their 

model using strain but needs to validate the radius of curvature and springback experienced 
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during forming. The research laid out in this thesis will assist in the validation of this model by 

providing radius of curvature of tested specimens, percent springback of tested specimens and 

cool down rates based on thermocouple data.  
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CHAPTER 3 

METHODOLOGY 

 This chapter will discuss the material used in this study and the tooling used to form the 

honeycomb core. It will also discuss the test matrix that was developed based on predicted 

failure from the finite element model.  

3.1 Material  

The material under investigation is a fiberglass/phenolic core consisting of a fiberglass 

woven fabric in a phenolic matrix. This HRP-C core material was acquired in the form of flat 

sheets from Hexcel [10] with a nominal cell size of 3/8 inches, a nominal thickness of 2.42 

inches, and a nominal core density of 4.5lb/in3. This material was chosen for this study because it 

is frequently used in a production setting. An image of the core is shown in Figure 9 and a unit 

cell showing the nominal cell size is shown in Figure 10.  

    
 

Figure 9.  Fiberglass/phenolic core used in the study. 
 
 

L, Ribbon 

W, Transverse 

t, Thickness 
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Figure 10. Unit cell shown with nominal cell size 

3.2 Test Matrix 

To validate the model, three key parameters - forming radii, forming direction 

(ribbon/transverse – see Figure 6), and forming temperature – were varied. All other process and 

geometric parameters were held constant. Based on the forming limit prediction shown in Figure 

8, forming radii and temperatures were chosen that represented both model-predicted failures 

and model-predicted successes.  The test matrix is shown in Table 1 where “S” refers to a 

spherical tool and “C” refers to a cylindrical tool. A spherical tool is intended to produce a 

spherical part whereas a cylindrical tool is intended to produce a cylindrical shaped part. By 

conducting preliminary temperature trials as NIAR, it was determined that the core would 

experience a 25°F temperature drop between the oven and the mold. This is the reason for the 

oven temperature being 25°F hotter than the actual forming temperature. The temperatures listed 

in the forming temperature column in Table 1 are the initial forming temperatures. The core was 

allowed to cool after exiting the mold.  

  

0.375” 
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Table 1: Test matrix for core forming experiments 

Test specimen 
# Test Type Shape Radius 

(in) Direction 
Forming 

Temperature 
(°F) 

Oven 
Temperature 

(°F) 
1 Displacement C 77-∞ L-T plane 450 475 
2 Displacement C 77-∞ L-T plane 575 600 
3 Displacement C 77-∞ L-T plane 350 375 
5 Force C 77-∞ W-T Plane 575 600 
6 Displacement C 77-∞ W-T plane 450 475 
8 Displacement C 77-∞ W-T plane 575 600 
10 Displacement S 75 - 450 475 
11 Displacement S 75 - 575 600 
12 Displacement C 77-∞ W-T plane 350 375 
13 Displacement S 150 - 350 375 
14 Displacement S 75 - 350 375 
14 Displacement S 150 - 450 475 
15 Displacement S 150 - 575 600 
16 Force S 75 - 575 600 
18 Force S 150 - 575 600 

3.3 Tooling Setup 

Testing was conducted using three different sets of match molds.  The radius of the mate 

tools are designated as the inner mold line (IML) and the radius of the female tools are 

designated as the outer mold line (OML) radius, illustrated in Figure 11. 

 

Figure 11. Description of IML and OML radii. 
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 The three tool sets that were machined out of 2024-T3 aluminum are as follows: Spherical 

tool set with RIML=75 inches and ROML=77.4 inches, Spherical tool set with RIML=150 inches and 

ROML=152.4 inches and a Cylindrical tool set with RIML=76.6 inches and ROML=79 inches. Two 

flexible metal wire cables were attached to the female mold, one parallel to the front and one 

perpendicular to the front. These were used as guide wires for quick and accurate specimen 

alignment after it comes out of the oven. Figure 12 shows the locations of these cables.  

 

Figure 12. Locations of guide wires to accurately place honeycomb core. 

  

Guide 
Wires 

Female 
Die 
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CHAPTER 4 

TEST APPARATUS AND TESTING PROCEDURE 

 

The experimental investigation involved two phases. In the first phase, the heating 

capabilities and core temperature uniformity when using a proprietary infrared oven was 

investigated. This heating method is typical for the production process and what thus included as 

part of the study. In addition, the cooling rates of the core from the beginning of the forming 

process were also investigated. The distribution of temperature across the core block and the 

cooling rates are important parameters which dictate the creep deformation and the thermal 

strains accumulating during the forming process. This data will serve as a guideline for the 

simulations used for developing the forming limit diagrams for the core. In the second phase of 

this work, in additional to the thermal surveys, the honeycomb cores were formed using match 

molds under controlled conditions. In this phase of the work, in addition to the temperature data, 

the extent of node bond failures, the decay of forming force, and springback of the core was 

measured for validating the models. 

4.1 Test Setup 

Testing was conducted with a recirculating air oven and a 55kip MTS load frame. The test 

oven and match mold setup, with spherical 75 inch forming tools, are shown below in Figure 13.  

The tooling is held in place by using adaptor plates on the top and bottom which enables quick 

interchange between tool sets. The adaptor plates are mounted to the hydraulic grips to be held in 

place for the duration of the testing.  The actuator moves the female tool up and down depending 

on whether the mold is closing or opening. The oven used to conduct the heating is located 

behind the testing machine and can be seen in more detail in Figure 15. 
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Figure 13. MTS machine used for forming core. 

 
Data acquisition and test control was done by the MTS FlexTest system and multi-

purpose testing software [13]. A HBM MCG plus system [14], shown in Figure 14, was used for 

conditioning the thermocouple signals. A high level voltage proportional to the temperature 

obtained from the signal conditioner was fed to the Multi-Purpose Testing (MPT) software for 

recording. Actuator position, load, and temperature data were recorded at 0.1Hz during the phase 

of core heating, and at 10Hz for forming and cool-down.  

Male Forming tool 
(IML) 

Oven (Behind Machine) 

Load Cell 

Female Forming Tool 
(OML) 

Hydraulic 
Grips 

Actuator 

Fixed 
Crosshead 
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Figure 14. Data acquisition system [14]. 

 

                
 

Figure 15.Recirculating air oven used for heating (left) and the inside support structure (right) 
 
 

Figure 15 shows the recirculating air oven with maximum temperature capability of   

800° F. The specimens are placed on a custom built shelf in the oven at an angle to maximize the 

cell wall surface area perpendicular to the direction of air flow while still fitting into the 

relatively narrow oven. Additionally, the custom-built rack has holes to ensure all sections of the 

core get heated.  These steps ensure even specimen heating.  
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Type T thermocouples were used for testing due to their temperature capabilities. Type T 

wire has an accuracy of +/- 1.0C or +/- .75% and a temperature range of -454°F to 700°F [9]. 

The thermocouple data was recorded at the same time/in phase with load and displacement/force 

of the test fixture.  

4.2 Specimen Preparation 

To prepare core specimens for testing, the 48 inch by 26 inch sheets of core were cut down 

to an approximate size of 16 inches by 16 inches. This size was selected to align with the match 

mold dies and oven chamber size. Once the specimens were cut to their final size, a 1/8” sized 

drill bit was used to manually drill holes through the single celled walls to install the 

thermocouples. 

Five thermocouples were located in each core. As shown in Figure 16, one thermocouple 

was located in the center, and four additional thermocouples were located near each of the four 

corners, approximately 2 inches from each side. All thermocouples were at the mid-plane (t/2 = 

1.21inches) to ensure that the holes did not affect the node bond failures of the specimens. The 

thermocouples were held in place with high temperature sealing mud with temperature 

capabilities up to 800 °F [18]. The excess wire was collected to one central location and held in 

place around the core with high temperature tape. Two thermocouples, TC-6 and TC-7 in Figure 

16, were located on the forming dies, and a final thermocouple, TC-8, was located inside of the 

oven to record oven chamber temperature.  
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Figure 16. Thermocouple placements [12]. 

 

4.3 Thermal Survey Procedure 

The thermal survey was conducted using an infrared oven and the various thermocouple 

placements shown in Figure 18. The thermocouples were held in place using high 

temperature bagging mud and the wires were held down on the core using thin metal wire. 

Data was collected using a Fluke 2620A Hydra series 2 data acquisition system [11] at a rate 

of 0.2 HZ during the entire test. 

 

Figure 17. Signal conditioner used for the initial thermal survey [11] 
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Figure 18. Thermocouple placement: 1 (top left), 2 (top right), and 3 (bottom). 

4.4 Core Forming Procedure 

The procedure below is set up to ensure all specimens were tested the same way. The 

specimens were formed using either force control or displacement control. Of the 15 specimens, 

12 were formed using displacement control and 3 were formed using force control. The 

displacement control tests utilized a set distance to form the core. This distance was determined 

using core thickness with a nominal correction factor for the thermal expansion of the core. The 

Placement one Placement two 

Placement three 
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force control tests utilized a set force of 2000 lbs to apply to the core for the entire 10 minutes, 

this equates to approximately 8 psi of pressure on the core. A discussion of the difference 

between the two types of tests can be seen in section three of chapter five.  Below is the 

procedure that was used to conduct the honeycomb core forming tests at WSU-NIAR.  

1. Specimens need to be prepared and fitted with thermocouple as described in section 

four- specimen preparation 

2. Connect all 8 thermocouples to the HBM signal conditioner 

3. Position core in oven and close door 

4. Turn on oven to desired testing temperature 

5. Start the MTS data acquisition system 

6. Once the core heats up to the desired temperature, allow the core temperature to 

stabilize for 5 minutes.  

7. Turn on digital camera and begin recording testing 

8. Open the oven door carefully, remove the core from the oven and place it on the 

lower/female die of the mold. Align the edges of the core against the guide wires.  

9. Initiate MTS machine to close mold to begin forming 

10. Begin thermal recording using FLIR imaging camera and continue until mold releases 

11. Close oven door and initiate nitrogen cooling system to cool oven for next test 

12. Hold the molds in the closed position for 10 minutes  

13. Move the lower female mold (actuator) downward to release the specimens and wait 

an additional 10 minutes to allow for cool-down 

14.  Remove core from between the molds, and inspect any node bond failures.  

15. Take specimens to lab for further analysis 
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4.5 Photogrammetry 

Specimens were photographed on both sides before forming to obtain a baseline for each 

specimen. The specimens were numbered 1-18, in the top right corner, and either a 1 (front) or 2 

(back) in the top left corner. Figure 19 shows specimen one before testing.  

         
 

Figure 19. Specimen one front (left) and specimen one back (right), prior to testing 
 
After they were initially inspected, they were ready to be tested. Following the testing, the 

specimens were also imaged. See images below in Figure 20. The same core is pictured in both 

Figure 19 and Figure 20 

.            

Figure 20 Specimen one was deformed in the cylindrical tool in the LT direction at 450°F 

The specimens were also measured for cell geometry.  A baseline specimen was 

measured before testing to get a measurement of the cells before forming. Eleven cells on the 
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front of the specimen were measured and the same eleven cells were measured on the back of the 

specimen. All specimens tested at 575°F were measured.  Figure 21 shows where the 

measurements were taken. The results from these measurements can be seen in the cell distortion 

section in the results.  

 
 

Figure 21. Cell measurement locations. 
 

Once all the specimens were tested, they were taken to the lab for Digital Image 

Correlation using the ARAMIS system [15] shown in Figure 22.  A sheet of speckled tape was 

used to capture the radius of curvature of all specimens. The results from this testing can be seen 

in the digital image correlation section of the results.  

                   

Figure 22. ARAMIS imaging system (left) and ARAMIS image of a specimen (right). 

1 1 

2 

2 
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CHAPTER 5 

RESULTS 

This chapter presents results of initial thermal surveys as well as the experimental core 

forming. Thermal surveys were initially conducted at Spirit AeroSystems Inc. to evaluate the 

heating/cooling rates, and uniformity of core temperature. Thermal surveys are core forming 

experiments using a circulating air oven and MTS machine were conducted at the National 

Institute of Aviation Research, Wichita State University. All experimental core forming were 

conducted at WSU-NIAR.  

Forming radius, core temperature, and core spring back after forming were recorded from 

each test. Core temperature refers to the temperature at forming and the node bond failures are 

associated with that temperature. Spring back is evaluated using the measured radius of the IML 

tool used to deform the specimen and the measured IML radius of the specimen using the 

ARAMIS system. The instruments, sensors, and data collection of these parameters were 

discussed in more detail in Chapter Four.  

5.1  Thermal Survey of Core Heating using an Infrared Oven 

The thermal survey described in section 4.3 was conducted using one of Spirit 

AeroSystems core forming machines featuring an infrared oven. A discussion on the infrared 

oven heating data compared to the conventional oven heating data from the forming experiments 

done at WSU are given in Chapter 6. The core was heated to 615°F, 650°F and 700°F and held 

for either five minutes or ten minutes depending on the test. The thermocouples were held in 

place with thin wire and were placed in a hole through an adjacent single cell wall and were 

insulated using high temperature sealing mud.  Figure 18 shows the three different thermocouple 
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locations that were used for testing.  Representative results of the thermal survey can be seen 

below in Figure 23 through Figure 28. 

 

Figure 23. -Test 1-Core heated to 700°F for 5 minutes using TC placement 2. 

 

Figure 24. Test 2-Core heated to 615°F for 10 minutes using TC placement 2. 
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Figure 25. Test 3-Core heated to 650°F for 10 minutes using TC placement 2. 

 

Figure 26. Test 4-Core heated to 650°F for 10 minutes using TC placement 1. 
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Figure 27. Test 5-Core heated to 650°F for 10 minutes using TC placement 3. 

 

Figure 28. Test 6-Core heated to 650°F for 10 minutes using TC placement 1 and a piece 
of fiberglass over the middle of the core. 
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The goal for tests one through three (Figure 23- Figure 25) was to gauge how long the 

core would take to heat up to forming temperature.  At the time of this thermal survey, it was 

unknown what temperature the testing would be conducted at and therefore various temperatures 

were tested. Additionally, the thermal surveys provided a measure of the temperature drop 

between the time the core is removed from the oven and the time core forming began. This was 

important to ensure the core was formed at the desired temperatures.  As exemplified in Figure 

24, two thermocouples were typically lagging in temperature so in test four, (Figure 26), 

therefore the thermocouple placement was changed. Thermocouples were placed at the bottom, 

middle and top of the center of the core as well as forward and aft of the core, seen in Figure 18. 

In Figure 26, all the thermocouples are close in temperature to each other.  To gather more data, 

the thermocouple locations were further altered so that the forward and aft thermocouples (TC1 

and TC5) were placed to the right and left sides of the core (Figure 18). The thermal survey 

results were similar to the first three tests, seen in Figure 27. For the last test, a layer of fiberglass 

was placed on the top of the core in order to insulate the core and the three thermocouples in the 

center, resulting in a more uniform core temperature. However, the fiberglass caused critical 

overheating of the core, and caused spontaneous ignition of the core. This is not recommended to 

to in the future. All data collected subsequent to this thermal survey was obtained at the National 

Institute for Aviation Research (NIAR).  

Based on the thermocouple readings, it can be inferred that a considerable amount 

(~50°F) of spatial variation in temperature exists. This can be attributed to the relative proximity 

and orientations of the different core regions to the radiating elements in the oven. The 

temperature appears to be more uniform across the thickness as shown in Figure 25, where the 

measurements were made across the core thickness at the center of the core.  
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5.2 Thermal Survey Cooling Rates 

Cooling profiles from each thermal survey are given in Figure 29 through Figure 31. The 

temperature data from each profile was averaged and fit to a fourth order polynomial. The 

derivative of the polynomial is the rate of cooling and is shown for each thermal survey 

temperature in Figure 32. A discussion of these cool down rates and how they relate to the 

experimental validation of the core forming model is presented in section 6.  Additional data 

from all tests performed can be seen in appendix A.  

 

 

Figure 29. Cool down plot for 615°F for 10 minutes using TC placement 2. 
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Figure 30. Cool down plot for 650°F for 10 minutes using TC placement. 

 

 

Figure 31. Cool down plot for 700°F for 5min using TC placement 2. 
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Figure 32. Cooling rates for 615°F, 650°F and 700°F. 

Based on the cooling rates shown in Figure 32, these values are consistent with Newton’s 

law of cooling [16] in which the rate of temperature loss is proportional to the temperature 

difference between the ambient air and the core.  This can be seen in Figure 32 where 700°F had 

a higher cooling rate compared to 650°F or 615°F.  The same can be seen between the 650°F to 

the 615°F cooling rates.  

5.3 Heat Up and Cool Down Rates- NIAR Testing 

A total of 15 specimens were tested per the text matrix in Table 1, using NIAR’s equipment. 

Both the heat up and cool down rates were captured by the data acquisition system shown in 

Figure 14. Data acquisition system [14]. The data acquisition system outputs volts and that data 

is converted to temperature by using the calibration curve shown in Figure 33.  
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Figure 33. Conversion equation for data acquisition system. 

 
During trials using WSU- NIAR’s equipment, it was determined that the specimens 

would experience an approximate 25° temperature drop between the time it was removed from 

the oven and closed into the mold.  This was compensated for by using a set point temperature 

25°F higher than the desired forming temperature (e.g., oven set point of 375°F for a test with 

forming temperature of 350F). Figure 34 through Figure 36 are representative thermal cycle plots 

and Figure 37 through Figure 39 are representative cool down plots forming experiments 

conducted at NIAR. These plots show that after the core was heated to the desired temperature, 

the specimens were soaked in that temperature for 5 minutes. The average of thermocouples one 

through five was plotted in each plot.  TC1 through TC5 were in contact with the specimen and 

TC 6 and TC7 were located on the tool. A slight increase in temperature in TC 6 and TC7 was 

noticed during testing. This was due to conduction of heat from the core to the surface of the 

tool, followed by dissipation into the large mass of the aluminum tool. 
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Figure 34. Thermal cycle plot - Specimen 3- 350°F. 

 

Figure 35. Thermal cycle plot- Specimen 1- 450°F. 
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Figure 36. Thermal cycle- Specimen 2- 575°F. 

 

Figure 37. Cool down plot for specimen 3- 350°F. 
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Figure 38. Cool down plot for specimen 1- 450°F. 

 

Figure 39. Cool down plot for specimen 2- 575°F. 
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Thermal cycle plots and cooling rates for each specimen can be seen in appendix B. The 

bold red lines in Figure 34 through Figure 39 are the average of temperature measured using 

thermocouple TC1-TC5.  A cubic polynomial was fit to the average temperature cool down 

curve and an equation was generated. The cool down rate for each specimen was obtained by 

taking the first time derivative of the cubic polynomial. 

 The curve fit for the thermal survey and the forming cool down rates are only applicable 

for the time periods shown.  This is due to the type of curve fit used. Cooling rate plots of 

temperatures at 350°F, 450°F and 575°F can be seen below in Figure 40. 

 

Figure 40. Cool down rates for Specimens 1 (450°F), 2 (575°F), and 3 (350°F). 
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350°F specimens.  It was observed that the core formed at WSU- NIAR cooled slowed than the 

core thermal survey at Spirit AeroSystems Inc. This is due to the difference in environmental 

conditions like the surface area exposed to air and ambient room temperature. 

5.4 Deformed Core Radius using Digital Image Correlation 

Using digital image correlation software, the radius of curvature after forming was computed 

on the top and bottom of the specimens. The top side refers to the OML side of the formed core 

and the bottom refers to the IML side of the formed core, shown in Figure 41 below. The bottom 

of the specimen made contact with the top of the match mold pictured in Figure 13 and the top of 

the specimen made contact with the bottom of the match mold shown in the same figure.  

 
 

Figure 41.  Clarification of top and bottom [6]. 
 
 The images were taken using the digital image correlation system ARAMIS [15] and 

coordinates from six sections, X1, X2, X3, Y1, Y2 and Y3, were extracted and imported into an 

Top 
Side 

Bottom 
Side  
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excel spreadsheet. The data points were collected along lines with fixed abscissa or fixed 

coordinates as shown in Figure 42. 

 

Figure 42. Grid pattern used for the ARAMIS system 

The data obtained from image correlation was analyzed for radius of curvature using two 

different methods. The first method utilized excel where a program was written to obtain the 

radius of each section. This was accomplished by importing the x, y, and z data from ARAMIS 

and varying the parameters of a parabola within the excel solver macro to obtain minimum error 

between the parabola fit and the given data. The average radius in the ribbon direction and the 

transverse direction for the top and bottom of each specimen were obtained. Figure 43 through 

Figure 46 show representative plots from the excel spreadsheet with ARAMIS data being the 

hollow circles and the curve fit being the red line.  
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Figure 43. Curve fit of OML data in the transverse plane (x=constant) for core specimen 
deformed in a spherical shape with Riml= 75 inches at a forming temperature of 575°F. 
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Figure 44. Curve fit of OML data in the Ribbon direction (y=constant) for core specimen 
deformed in a spherical shape with Riml= 75 inches at a forming temperature of 575°F. 
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Figure 45. Curve fit of IML data in the Transverse direction (x=constant) for core specimen 
deformed in a spherical shape with Riml= 75 inches at a forming temperature of 575°F. 
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Figure 46. Curve fit of IML data in the Ribbon direction (y=constant) for core specimen 
deformed in a spherical shape with Riml= 75 inches at a forming temperature of 575°F. 

 

The average radius was obtained by averaging the three values reported from the digital 

image correlation in each direction, respectivly. Table 2-Table 5 shows the radius data obtained 

using curve fitting discussed above with the average radius calculated and the percent spring 
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back for each specimen. The percent spring back for the cylindrical tool is only represented in 

the direction of forming curvature, the opposite direction will be near infinity.  

TABLE 2: Curve fitting data of all specimens on the IML side in the LT plane 

 
* Specimens tested using force control 
 
 

TABLE 3: Curve fitting data of all specimens on the ILM side in the WT plane 
 

 
* Specimens tested using force control 

Y=5.58 Y=9.59 Y=13.59
3 350 77 79.42 LT 268.8 330.6 322.6 307.3 299%
7 350 150 152.42 - 566.3 536.3 622.8 575.1 283%
12 350 77 79.42 WT 828.7 752.9 808.6 796.7 -
14 350 75 77.42 - 453.9 407.2 637.1 499.4 566%
1 450 77 79.42 LT 280.8 249.8 214.0 248.2 222%
6 450 77 79.42 WT 4098.3 6993.5 3069.7 4720.5 -
10 450 75 77.42 - 178.5 166.1 212.9 185.9 148%
15 450 150 152.42 - 266.6 246.7 230.4 247.9 65%
2 575 77 79.42 LT 217.4 212.6 188.9 206.3 168%
5 575 77 79.42 WT* 1557.0 1284.8 31451.8 11431.2 -
8 575 77 79.42 WT 44356.1 269993.1 1020.9 105123.4 -
11 575 75 77.42 - 8767.1 742.0 553.7 647.9 764%
16 575 75 77.42 * 887.6 6612.1 626.3 757.0 909%
17 575 150 152.42 - 419.9 422.6 338.1 393.5 162%
18 575 150 152.42 * 1034.5 3474.3 1106.5 1871.8 1148%

IML side of Specimen
Ribbon Direction RadiusSpecimen # Temp (°F) Specimen 

Orientation
Tool Roml Tool Riml % springbackAverage Radius 

(in)

X=5.31 X=9.31 X=13.31
3 350 77 79.42 LT 1315.6 11411.0 7360.1 6695.5 -
7 350 150 152.42 - 371.6 397.6 456.7 408.6 172%

12 350 77 79.42 WT 264.6 272.6 313.6 283.6 268%
14 350 75 77.42 - 203.4 188.6 242.0 211.3 182%
1 450 77 79.42 LT 804.3 4722.2 1712.9 2413.1 -
6 450 77 79.42 WT 181.1 167.7 155.5 168.1 118%

10 450 75 77.42 - 273.8 282.6 442.7 333.0 344%
15 450 150 152.42 - 522.0 412.6 382.9 439.2 193%
2 575 77 79.42 LT 6564.5 8334.0 1604.2 5500.9 -
5 575 77 79.42 WT* 132.5 148.7 144.6 141.9 84%
8 575 77 79.42 WT 147.5 157.5 140.5 148.5 93%

11 575 75 77.42 - 87.7 79.6 82.1 83.1 11%
16 575 75 77.42 * 111.2 101.6 111.4 108.1 44%
17 575 150 152.42 - 195.1 208.0 207.1 203.4 36%
18 575 150 152.42 * 132.7 147.5 139.0 139.7 -7%

Transverse Direction Radius
IML side of Specimen

% springbackAverage Radius 
(in)

Specimen 
Orientation

Tool 
Roml 

Tool 
Riml 

Temp (°F)Specimen #
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TABLE 4: Curve fitting data of all specimens on the OML side in the LT plane 
 

* Specimens tested using force control 

 
TABLE 5: Curve fitting data of all specimens on the OML side in the WT plane 

 

* Specimens tested using force control 

Y=5.58 Y=9.59 Y=13.59
3 350 79.42 77 LT 384.7 397.6 322.6 368.3 364%
7 350 152.42 150 - 508.0 519.5 578.8 535.4 251%
12 350 79.42 77 WT 631.1 595.9 625.2 617.4 -
14 350 77.42 75 - 439.4 373.1 564.0 458.8 493%
1 450 79.42 77 LT 280.8 267.0 231.2 259.7 227%
6 450 79.42 77 WT 7884.3 17637.7 3069.7 9530.5 -
10 450 77.42 75 - 178.5 166.1 212.9 185.9 140%
15 450 152.42 150 - 266.6 245.3 257.5 256.5 68%
2 575 79.42 77 LT 242.7 227.5 216.7 229.0 188%
5 575 79.42 77 WT* 1557.0 1284.8 1368.7 1403.5 -
8 575 79.42 77 WT 1069.0 662.9 1565.0 1099.0 -
11 575 77.42 75 - 790.7 430.5 410.0 543.7 602%
16 575 77.42 75 * 1125.6 6903.9 1018.9 3016.1 3796%
17 575 152.42 150 - 307.0 370.6 399.5 359.0 136%
18 575 152.42 150 * 1089.9 1785.0 1507.5 1460.8 858%

Ribbon Direction RadiusTool Roml 

OML side of Specimen
Specimen 
Orientation

% springbackAverage Radius 
(in)

Tool Riml Temp (°F)Specimen #

X=5.31 X=9.31 X=13.31
3 350 79.42 77 LT 3430.2 23406.1 8942.5 11926.3 -
7 350 152.42 150 - 608.1 509.5 11626.1 558.8 267%

12 350 79.42 77 WT 423.3 365.6 376.6 388.5 389%
14 350 77.42 75 - 452.8 297.3 305.0 351.7 354%
1 450 79.42 77 LT 29410.3 1560.7 1050.6 10673.9 -
6 450 79.42 77 WT 166.5 184.5 193.0 181.3 128%

10 450 77.42 75 - 273.8 282.6 442.7 333.0 330%
15 450 152.42 150 - 504.3 508.3 622.6 545.1 258%
2 575 79.42 77 LT 1442.1 2301.2 1561.9 1768.4 -
5 575 79.42 77 WT* 132.5 148.7 144.6 141.9 79%
8 575 79.42 77 WT 130.5 141.3 138.7 136.8 72%

11 575 77.42 75 - 98.4 91.4 97.6 95.8 24%
16 575 77.42 75 * 115.3 105.9 114.5 111.9 45%
17 575 152.42 150 - 265.3 284.3 271.5 273.7 80%
18 575 152.42 150 * 147.0 155.8 148.8 150.5 -1%

Transverse Direction Radius
OML side of Specimen 

Temp (°F)Specimen # % springbackAverage Radius 
(in)

Specimen 
Orientation

Tool 
Roml 

Tool 
Riml 
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 The data was corrected for the error shown in Figure 47. Viewing the vertical semi-

circles as ARAMIS sections, you can see that the radius of the red circle will be a different value 

than the blue or orange semi-circles. The horizontal and vertical section values to the right or the 

left of the red semi-circle given from the ARAMIS were corrected using Pythagorean’s theorem 

[17] with approximately 4” distance between each section. This error proved to be less than 

0.05% different than the original data.  

 

Figure 47. Visual description of the correction made to the data 

 The second method for analyzing the data was to use the ARAMIS software to fit a circle 

to each section of the data. Table 6 displays the average radii and Table 7 displays the average 

springback. Comparing the average radii and subsequent springback of each specimen using both 

the excel document and the ARAMIS curve fit, the difference was, on average, 3% better using 

the ARAMIS curve fit. Due to this negligible difference, all analyses involving average radii and 

springback will reference the excel curve fit data. 
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TABLE 6: Average radius, IML and OML side of each specimen, given by the ARAMIS cure fit 

 
* Specimens tested using force control 
 

TABLE 7: Percent springback, IML and OML of each specimen, given by the ARAMIS curve 
fit 

 

 
* Specimens tested using force control 

LT- IML-ARAMIS WT- IML-ARAMIS LT- OML-ARAMIS WT-OML-ARAMIS
Average Radius (in) Average Radius (in) Average Radius (in) Average Radius (in)

14 350 75 77.42 - 415.3 465.3 592.5 562.7
10 450 75 77.42 - 190.4 455.6 299.6 374.9
11 575 75 77.42 - 597.1 85.4 395.4 122.0
16* 575 75 77.42 - 728.4 108.2 756.3 211.7
3 350 77 79.42 LT 340.1 2042.5 549.9 2511.3
12 350 77 79.42 WT 678.4 337.2 932.8 447.2
1 450 77 79.42 LT 260.8 1276.9 328.3 1939.4
6 450 77 79.42 WT 1452.2 165.9 2504.4 213.8
2 575 77 79.42 LT 195.5 497.3 270.2 1044.9
5* 575 77 79.42 WT 1237.2 129.0 1694.6 221.1
8 575 77 79.42 WT 758.5 136.1 1302.7 194.0
7 350 150 152.42 - 377.9 826.4 693.2 1040.8
15 450 150 152.42 - 223.7 842.4 318.1 547.4
17 575 150 152.42 - 327.8 218.3 442.1 321.5
18* 575 150 152.42 - 1280.7 128.1 719.5 228.0

Specimen 
#

Temp (F)
Tool 

Riml (in)
Tool Roml  

(in)
Specimen 
Orientation

LT- IML-ARAMIS WT- IML-ARAMIS LT- OML-ARAMIS WT-OML-ARAMIS
% springback % springback % springback % springback

14 350 75 77.42 - 454% 520% 690% 650%
10 450 75 77.42 - 154% 507% 299% 400%
11 575 75 77.42 - 696% 14% 427% 63%
16* 575 75 77.42 - 871% 44% 908% 182%
3 350 77 79.42 LT 342% - 614% -
12 350 77 79.42 WT - 338% - 481%
1 450 77 79.42 LT 239% - 326% -
6 450 77 79.42 WT - 115% - 178%
2 575 77 79.42 LT 154% - 251% -
5* 575 77 79.42 WT - 68% - 187%
8 575 77 79.42 WT - 77% - 152%
7 350 150 152.42 - 152% 451% 362% 594%
15 450 150 152.42 - 49% 462% 112% 265%
17 575 150 152.42 - 119% 46% 195% 114%
18* 575 150 152.42 - 754% -15% 380% 52%

Specimen 
Orientation

Specimen 
#

Temp 
(F)

Tool 
Riml (in)

Tool 
Roml  (in)
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5.5 Cell Distortion 

Imaging was conducted before and after testing for all 15 thermal specimens. Focusing on 

the 575F specimens, 11 cells from each specimen were measured on the OML side and IML 

side, ensuring that the same cell was measured on the top and bottom. Figure 48 shows where the 

measurements were taken using calipers. Table 8 shows data for an untested specimen.  

 

Figure 48. Random cell measurement locations. 

TABLE 8: Cell lengths in inches for Ribbon direction length and Transverse direction length of 
an untested specimen 

 
Ribbon Direction Length (in)  Transverse Direction Length (in) 
Location Bottom Top  Location Bottom Top 

Cell 1 0.446 0.451  Cell 1 0.341 0.341 
Cell 2 0.433 0.423  Cell 2 0.337 0.337 
Cell 3 0.431 0.437  Cell 3 0.352 0.340 
Cell 4 0.456 0.439  Cell 4 0.338 0.346 
Cell 5 0.442 0.457  Cell 5 0.337 0.341 
Cell 6 0.441 0.451  Cell 6 0.347 0.350 
Cell 7 0.442 0.445  Cell 7 0.361 0.355 
Cell 8 0.443 0.451  Cell 8 0.344 0.356 

Average 0.442 0.444  Average 0.345 0.346 
 

The data in Table 8 shows that there is a 0.45% difference between the top and bottom 

for measurement 1 and a 0.29% difference between the top and bottom for measurement 2. This 

2 1 

2 
1 
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is consistent with a specimen that has not been tested. Table 9 shows the average cell dimension 

data for the 3 cells dimensioned for the tested specimens from the center region of the core. The 

percent difference between top and bottom of the formed specimens can be found appendix D.  

TABLE 9: Cell measurements specimens tested at 575°F 
 

  Ribbon Direction (in) Transverse Direction (in) 
Specimen # Bottom Top Bottom Top 

2 
0.431 0.432 0.363 0.362 

Cylindrical Riml=77"-LT 
5 

0.449 0.443 0.342 0.350 
Cylindrical Riml=77"-WT-Force 

8 
0.433 0.430 0.353 0.364 

Cylindrical Riml=77"-WT 
11 0.414 0.406 0.370 0.384 

Spherical- 75" 
16 

0.434 0.434 0.352 0.354 
Spherical Riml=75"- Force 

17 
0.441 0.437 0.358 0.349 

Spherical Riml=150" 
18 

0.445 0.435 0.347 0.355 
Spherical Riml=150"- Force 

 

 When a piece of core is formed, the IML side of the core experiences compression and 

the OML side of the core experiences tension.  That behavior will result in the compression side 

cells shrinking in size whereas the tension side cells will expand pictured in Figure 41. 

Measurements for all 11 cells measured top and bottom can be seen in appendix D.   
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CHAPTER 6 

DISCUSSION 

This chapter contains discussions on various topics related to the results presented in the 

previous section. 

6.1 Comparison of Cooling Rates 

Two different labs were used to conduct heat-up and cool-down tests from which the cooling 

rates were derived. The labs used two different ovens: Spirit AeroSystems has an infrared oven 

while NIAR has circulating air oven. Similar tests were conducted in each oven to compare how 

the core behaved under the different temperature environments. TABLE 10 shows that that the 

average cooling rates for the conventional oven and the inferred oven differ but there are a few 

key differences between the data.  

TABLE 10: Cooling rates from thermal survey and forming tests 
 

Oven Temperature 
(°F) Initial Cooling Rate (°F/min) 

350 -34.1 
450 -49.4 
575 -70.0 
615 -265.8 
650 -192.8 
700 -328.6 

 

One of the key differences between the cooling rates is the testing temperatures. The NIAR 

testing was conducted at 350°F, 450°F, and 575°F whereas the infrared oven testing was 

conducted at 615°F, 650°F, and 700°F.   

Another key difference between the two cooling rate samples is that the testing at NIAR used 

a tool that was solid on top and solid on bottom where heat could only escape through the 

aluminum thickness or through the open sides. The testing with the infrared oven had slots on the 
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top die and the bottom die therefore heat could escape the core, effectively cooling the core 

quicker.   

6.2 Forming Radius 

The three radii that were formed to were 75”, 77” in WT and LT directions, and 150”. 

These radii were chosen based on predictions produced using the hyper-elastic model developed 

by WSU. Figure 49 shows a comparison between the measured formed radius using 

displacement control with the 75 inch IML radius spherical tool and 150 inch IML radius 

spherical tool.  

   

Figure 49. Formed radius on the top and bottom of the specimens by temperature for 75 inch 
radius (left) and 150 inch radius (right). 

 
Figure 49 suggest that the measured forming radius depends on temperature. From the 

measured data it can be observed that the specimens always formed into a lower radius in the 

WT- plane relative to the LT- plane.  In general, forming in the ribbon direction is more difficult 

than in the transverse direction due the higher flexural stiffness due to the presence of the double 
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cell walls.  This is consistent with Figure 49 where the radius in the LT place was overall larger 

than the radius in the WT-place.  The formed radii also suggest error in the excel curve fitting 

program due to the larger than expected difference between the top and bottom radii of each 

specimen.  Additional testing should be conducted in order to draw more conclusions.  

6.3 Displacement Control versus Force Control 

Forming tests were conducted in both displacement control and force control. Displacement 

control was used for 12 of the specimens and force control was used for the other three.  The 

displacement control utilized a set displacement determined by the thickness of the core with an 

adjustment for the predicted thermal expansion at each temperature. As he core cools and 

thermally contracts, this method had the potential to lose contact between the tool and the 

specimen, affecting the radius of the formed core. The force control applies a constant force 

equal to approximately 10psi for the duration of the cooldown process. When the core cools 

down, the machine continues to apply force and due to thermal contraction, the mold is always in 

contact with the core.  

 When deciding which method to use, it was determined that force control could end up 

crushing the core, therefore displacement control was used for a majority of the specimens.  

Additionally, force control testing was conducted on all three radii’s at 575°F to ensure that both 

methods of forming were explored.  Because of the influence of temperature seen in Figure 49 

and to ensure that the comparisons are valid, only the 575°F temperatures will be studied.  
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Figure 50. Measured radius of curvature for displacement control (DC) and force control (FC) in 

both the ribbon direction (left) and transverse direction (right). 
 

Figure 50 shows us that displacement control and force control result in approximately 

the same radius. Additional testing will have to be conducted to verify this result.  

6.4 Springback rates  

The rate of spring back varies whether the OML radius or IML radius is being analyzed and 

furthermore, whether the LT-plane or the WT-plane is being considered. Comparing only the 

displacement control spring back rate for the spherical tools, Figure 51 represents the percent 

springback.  
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Figure 51. Comparison between ribbon and transverse direction on the IML side at 575°F. 

 

Figure 51 suggests that, like forming radius, temperature has an effect on the spring back. 

Additionally, as with the forming radius, plane (LT- or WT) of forming has an effect on the 

spring back.  Radius of forming effects the spring back significantly. Between the 75 inch and 

the 150 inch tool, the ribbon direction had the highest spring back and the transverse had the 

lowest. Additionally, the 75 inch tool had a higher spring back at all temperatures in the ribbon 

direction when compared to the 150 inch tool.  A similar conclusion can be seen in Figure 52 

which compares the 75 inch tool to the 77 inch tool formed in the WT direction. 
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Figure 52. Percent spring back for 75 inch and 77 inch tools in both the ribbon and transverse 
direction. 

 

Figure 52 compares a cylindrical tool with an IML radius of 77 inches to a spherical tool 

with an IML radius of 75 inches. The difference in tool geometries is significant but this shows 

that the 77 inch radius tool spring back, in both directions, is less influenced by temperature than 

the 75 inch tool.  

6.5 Cell Distortion 

Honeycomb core going through the forming process will experience tension on one side of 

the core and compression on the opposite side. This typically will result in ribbon direction 

measurement being larger for the IML side and smaller for the OML side and the transverse 

direction measurement being smaller for the IML side and larger for the OML side. For both a 

spherical and cylindrical tool, we found that the cells on top and bottom follow the result that 
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measurement two is larger and measurement one is smaller. This behavior seen is a hydrostatic 

loading on the cells.  These results can be seen in the cell geometries referenced in Table 9. 

 
Figure 53. Cell dimensions for a spherical tool in 75 inch and 150 inch, using both 

measurements. 
 

The red horizontal lines in Figure 53 represent the dimensions of the untested specimen. 

Figure 53 shows that the dimension between node bonds decreases between the IML and OML 

sides. Additionally, the dimension between corners increases between the IML and OML sides 

for three of the four specimens. Both of these observations are consistent with expectations. This 

tells us that the cell geometry after forming is not dependent on tooling geometry. The cell 

deforms under hydrostatic loading and tries to retain its original shape.  Figure 53 also shows 

that the cell geometry between force control and displacement control for both the 75” radius and 

the 150” radius is negligible. Figure 54 below shows a comparison using the cylindrical tool in 

both the WT and LT planes, using force control and displacement control.  
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Figure 54. Cell dimensions for cylindrical tool using both measurements on both sides. 
 

 The red horizontal lines in Figure 54 represent the dimensions of the untested specimen. 

Figure 54 suggests the same trends as the spherical tools, measurement one decreases from IML 

side to the OML side while measurement two increases from the IML side to the OML side. This 

is observed as hydrostatic loading on the cells and the cell shape after forming is mostly 

preserved. This also demonstrates that tool geometry, spherical or cylindrical, doesn’t 

significantly affect the cell geometry after forming. Additionally, the difference between force 

control and displacement control is negligible.  

6.6 Springback  

Initially, when choosing which radii mold sets to procure, the forming limit diagram from the 

FEA model was consulted. Displayed in Figure 55, it shows that the 75 inch radius caused node 

bond failures, and the 77 inch radius and 150 inch radius indicates no node bond failures. 
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Through the process of validation outlines in this thesis, Figure 55 shows the experimental data 

compared to the FEA models prediction.  

 

Figure 55. Location of mold sets before deformation and specimen radii after deformation. 

Figure 55 shows the locations of where the tool radii falls before deformation and the 

specimen radii after forming locations. The red line refers to the OML “safe” line determined by 

the finite element analysis model. This shows that, after deformation, all of the specimens 

resulted to the “not safe” region after deformation. Only specimens tested using displacement 

control were analyzed.  
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CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSION 

 The primary goal of this thesis was to validate the results of the hyper-elastic material 

model developed by WSU and used to predict honeycomb core node bond failures. In order to 

accomplish this goal, several forming tests were conducted and data was analyzed. A thermal 

survey was conducted using an infrared oven and forming experiments were conducted using a 

conventional oven. The infrared oven heated the core much faster than the conventional oven 

did. Analyzing the cooling rates, it was shown that the core heated in an infrared oven cooled 

down much faster than the core heated in the convention. This was due mainly to the 

temperatures that were tested and the area of the core that was exposed to ambient air.  

 The core was formed using NIAR’s equipment at WSU. Two types of test control were 

used to operate the MTS machine that formed the core. Twelve of the specimens utilized 

displacement control while three specimens utilized force control. There was no significant 

difference between the two methods. More testing of each data point should be conducted to 

verify this conclusion.  

 After the core was formed, each specimen was imaged using digital image correlation. 

This section data was analyzed using both an excel program set up to curve fit a polynomial to 

each section and using the ARAMIS system to directly measure the radius. This data was used to 

obtain the radius of curvature of the specimens which allowed for the percent springback of each 

specimen to be calculated. It was determined that the curve fitting from the ARAMIS was more 

accurate than the excel program. The feature to curve fit the arc’s using the ARAMIS was not 

discovered in time so the data and analysis of curvature in this thesis was analyzed using the 

excel program. More research should be done using the ARAMIS curve fitting feature.    
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 Cell distortion was analyzed on the specimens tested at 575°F. Eleven cells from each 

specimen were measured using calipers to verify that the cells in tension (OML side) elongated 

while the cells in compression (IML side) shortened. The results from the measurements were 

averaged and compared to an untested specimen. Due to the manual measurements, the cell 

measurements had somewhat low precision, which resulted in errors in the calculations.  

Through analysis of the data, it was observed that the cells behaved like they were under 

hydrostatic loading.  

 Once the data for all critical investigations were analyzed, the data was compared to the 

predictive hyper-elastic model results. The node bond failures occurred in expected locations. 

The data presented in this thesis will be critical in further validation of the hyper-elastic model 

using radius of curvature. To additionally validate the model, additional, repeat experiments 

should be conducted at all data points to ensure repeatability of the data.  

Recommendations for future work include the following:  

• Additional testing at each temperature and radii outlined in this thesis 

• Additional testing at other radii and tooling geometries 

• More accurate method for measuring radius of curvature after forming 

• Expanding to other core materials and thicknesses 
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APPENDIX A 

Thermal survey cooling rates 

 

Figure A.1 cooling data for 700F at 5 minutes TC placement 2. 

 

Figure A.2 cooling data for 615F at 10 minutes TC placement 2. 

 

Figure A.3 cooling data for 650F at 10 minutes TC placement 2. 
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Figure A.4 cooling data for 650F at 10 minutes TC placement 1. 

 

Figure A.5 cooling data for 650F at 10 minutes TC placement 3. 
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APPENDIX B 

Cool down plots and cooling rates for all specimens tested at NIAR. 

 

Figure B.1 cooling data for specimen 1- Cylindrical 77”- LT- 450F. 

 

Figure B.2 cooling data for specimen 2- Cylindrical 77”- LT- 575F. 

 

Figure B.3 cooling data for specimen 3- Cylindrical 77”- LT- 350F. 
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Figure B.4 cooling data for specimen 5- Cylindrical 77”- WT- FORCE- 575F. 

 

Figure B.5 cooling data for specimen 6- Cylindrical 77”- WT- 450F. 

 

Figure B.6 cooling data for specimen 7- Spherical 150”- 350F. 
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Figure B.7 cooling data for specimen 8- Cylindrical- 77”-WT-575F. 

 

Figure B.8 cooling data for specimen 10- Spherical 75”- 450F. 

 

Figure B.9 cooling data for specimen 11- Spherical 75”- 575F. 
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Figure B.10 cooling data for specimen 12- Cylindrical- 77”-WT-350F. 

 

Figure B.11 cooling data for specimen 14- Spherical 75”- 350F. 

 

Figure B.12 cooling data for specimen 15- Spherical 150”- 450F. 
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Figure B.13 cooling data for specimen 16- Spherical 75”- FORCE- 575F. 

 

Figure B.14 cooling data for specimen 17- Spherical 150”-575 F. 

 

Figure B.15 cooling data for specimen 18- Spherical 150”-FORCE0-575 F. 
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APPENXIX C 

EXCEL curve fits of ARAMIS data for all specimens 

 

Figure C.1 Specimen 1 bottom- X1 constant- Transverse direction 

 

Figure C.1 Specimen 1 bottom- X2 constant- Transverse direction 

 

Figure C.3 Specimen 1 bottom- X3 constant- Transverse direction 

 

Figure C.4 Specimen 1 bottom- Y1 constant- Ribbon direction 

 

Figure C.5 Specimen 1 bottom- Y2 constant- Ribbon direction 

 

Figure C.6 Specimen 1 bottom- Y3 constant- Ribbon direction 
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Figure C.7 Specimen 1 top- X1 constant- Transverse direction 

 

Figure C.8 Specimen 1 top- X2 constant- Transverse direction 

 

Figure C.9 Specimen 1 top- X3 constant- Transverse direction 

 

Figure C.10 Specimen 1 top- Y1 constant- Ribbon direction 

 

Figure C.11 Specimen 1 top- Y2 constant- Ribbon direction 

 

Figure C.12 Specimen 1 top- Y3 constant- Ribbon direction 
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Figure C.13 Specimen 2 bottom- X1 constant- Transverse direction 

Figure C.14 Specimen 2 bottom- X2 constant- Transverse direction 

Figure C.15 Specimen 2 bottom- X3 constant- Transverse direction 

Figure C.16 Specimen 2 bottom- Y1 constant- ribbon direction 

Figure C.17 Specimen 2 bottom- Y2 constant- ribbon direction 

Figure C.18 Specimen 2 bottom- Y3 constant- ribbon direction 
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Figure C.19 Specimen 2 top- X1 constant- Transverse direction 

 

Figure C.20 Specimen 2 top- X2 constant- Transverse direction 

 

Figure C.21 Specimen 2 top- X3 constant- Transverse direction 

 

Figure C.22 Specimen 2 top- Y1 constant- Ribbon direction 

 

Figure C.23 Specimen 2 top- Y2 constant- Ribbon direction 

 

Figure C.24 Specimen 2 top- Y3 constant- Ribbon direction 
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Figure C.25 Specimen 3 bottom- X1 constant- Transverse direction 

 

Figure C.26 Specimen 3 bottom- X2 constant- Transverse direction 

 

Figure C.27 Specimen 3 bottom- X3 constant- Transverse direction 

 

Figure C.28 Specimen 3 bottom- Y1 constant- Ribbon direction 

 

Figure C.29 Specimen 3 bottom- Y2 constant- Ribbon direction 

 

Figure C.30 Specimen 3 bottom- Y3 constant- Ribbon direction 
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Figure C.31 Specimen 3 top- X1 constant- Transverse direction 

 

Figure C.32 Specimen 3 top- X2 constant- Transverse direction 

 

Figure C.33 Specimen 3 top- X3 constant- Transverse direction 

 

Figure C.34 Specimen 3 top- Y1 constant- Ribbon direction 

 

Figure C.35 Specimen 3 top- Y2 constant- Ribbon direction 

 

Figure C.36 Specimen 3 top- Y3 constant- Ribbon direction 
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Figure C.37 Specimen 5 bottom- X1 constant- Transverse direction 

 

Figure C.38 Specimen 5 bottom- X2 constant- Transverse direction 

 

Figure C.39 Specimen 5 bottom- X3 constant- Transverse direction 

 

Figure C.40 Specimen 5 bottom- Y1 constant- Ribbon direction 

 

Figure C.41 Specimen 5 bottom- Y2 constant- Ribbon direction 

 

Figure C.42 Specimen 5 bottom- Y3 constant- Ribbon direction 
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Figure C.43 Specimen 5 top- X1 constant- Transverse direction 

 

Figure C.44 Specimen 5 top- X2 constant- Transverse direction 

 

Figure C.45 Specimen 5 top- X3 constant- Transverse direction 

 

Figure C.46 Specimen 5 top- Y1 constant- Ribbon direction 

 

Figure C.47 Specimen 5 top- Y2 constant- Ribbon direction 

 

Figure C.48 Specimen 5 top- Y3 constant- Ribbon direction 
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Figure C.49 Specimen 6 bottom- X1 constant- Transverse direction 

 

Figure C.50 Specimen 6 bottom- X2 constant- Transverse direction 

 

Figure C.51 Specimen 6 bottom- X3 constant- Transverse direction 

 

Figure C.52 Specimen 6 bottom- Y1 constant- Ribbon direction 

 

Figure C.53 Specimen 6 bottom- Y2 constant- Ribbon direction 

 

Figure C.54 Specimen 6 bottom- Y3 constant- Ribbon direction 
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Figure C.55 Specimen 6 top- X1 constant- Transverse direction 

 

Figure C.56 Specimen 6 top- X2 constant- Transverse direction 

 

Figure C.57 Specimen 6 top- X3 constant- Transverse direction 

 

Figure C.58 Specimen 6 top- Y1 constant- Ribbon direction 

 

Figure C.59 Specimen 6 top- Y2 constant- Ribbon direction 

 

Figure C.60 Specimen 6 top- Y2 constant- Ribbon direction 
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Figure C.61 Specimen 7 bottom- X1 constant- Transverse direction 

 

Figure C.62 Specimen 7 bottom- X2 constant- Transverse direction 

 

Figure C.63 Specimen 7 bottom- X3 constant- Transverse direction 

 

Figure C.64 Specimen 7 bottom- Y1 constant- Ribbon direction 

 

Figure C.65 Specimen 7 bottom- Y2 constant- Ribbon direction 

 

Figure C.66 Specimen 7 bottom- Y3 constant- Ribbon direction 
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Figure C.67 Specimen 7 top- X1 constant- Transverse direction 

 

Figure C.68 Specimen 7 top- X2 constant- Transverse direction 

 

Figure C.69 Specimen 7 top- X3 constant- Transverse direction 

 

Figure C.70 Specimen 7 top- Y1 constant- Ribbon direction 

 

Figure C.71 Specimen 7 top- Y2 constant- Ribbon direction 

 

Figure C.72 Specimen 7 top- Y3 constant- Ribbon direction 
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Figure C.73 Specimen 8 bottom- X1 constant- Transverse direction 

 

Figure C.74 Specimen 8 bottom- X2 constant- Transverse direction 

 

Figure C.75 Specimen 8 bottom- X3 constant- Transverse direction 

 

Figure C.76 Specimen 8 bottom- Y1 constant- Ribbon direction 

 

Figure C.77 Specimen 8 bottom- Y2 constant- Ribbon direction 

 

Figure C.78 Specimen 8 bottom- Y3 constant- Ribbon direction 
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Figure C.79 Specimen 8 top- X1 constant- Transverse direction 

 

Figure C.80 Specimen 8 top- X2 constant- Transverse direction 

 

Figure C.81 Specimen 8 top- X3 constant- Transverse direction 

 

Figure C.82 Specimen 8 top- Y1 constant- Ribbon direction 

 

Figure C.83 Specimen 8 top- Y2 constant- Ribbon direction 

 

Figure C.84 Specimen 8 top- Y3 constant- Ribbon direction 
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Figure C.85 Specimen 10 bottom- X1 constant- Transverse direction 

 

Figure C.86 Specimen 10 bottom- X3 constant- Transverse direction 

 

Figure C.87 Specimen 10 bottom- X3 constant- Transverse direction 

 

Figure C.88 Specimen 10 bottom- Y1 constant- Ribbon direction 

 

Figure C.89 Specimen 10 bottom- Y2 constant- Ribbon direction 

 

Figure C.90 Specimen 10 bottom- Y3 constant- Ribbon direction 
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Figure C.91 Specimen 10 top- X1 constant- Transverse direction 

 

Figure C.92 Specimen 10 top- X2 constant- Transverse direction 

 

Figure C.93 Specimen 10 top- X3 constant- Transverse direction 

 

Figure C.94 Specimen 10 top- Y1 constant- Ribbon direction 

 

Figure C.95 Specimen 10 top- Y2 constant- Ribbon direction 

 

Figure C.96 Specimen 10 top- Y3 constant- Ribbon direction 
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Figure C.97 Specimen 11 bottom- X1 constant- Transverse direction 

 

Figure C.98 Specimen 11 bottom- X2 constant- Transverse direction 

 

Figure C.99 Specimen 11 bottom- X3 constant- Transverse direction 

 

Figure C.100 Specimen 11 bottom- Y1 constant- Ribbon direction 

 

Figure C.101 Specimen 11 bottom- Y2 constant- Ribbon direction 

 

Figure C.102 Specimen 11 bottom- Y3 constant- Ribbon direction 
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Figure C.103 Specimen 11 top- X1 constant- Transverse direction 

 

Figure C.104 Specimen 11 top- X2 constant- Transverse direction 

 

Figure C.105 Specimen 11 top- X3 constant- Transverse direction 

 

Figure C.106 Specimen 11 top- Y1 constant- Ribbon direction 

 

Figure C.107 Specimen 11 top- Y2 constant- Ribbon direction 

 

Figure C.108 Specimen 11 top- Y3 constant- Ribbon direction 
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Figure C.109 Specimen 12 bottom- X1 constant- Transverse direction 

 

Figure C.110 Specimen 12 bottom- X2 constant- Transverse direction 

 

Figure C.111 Specimen 12 bottom- X3 constant- Transverse direction 

 

Figure C.112 Specimen 12 bottom- Y1 constant- Ribbon direction 

 

Figure C.113 Specimen 12 bottom- Y2 constant- Ribbon direction 

 

Figure C.114 Specimen 12 bottom- Y3 constant- Ribbon direction 
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Figure C.115 Specimen 12 top- X1 constant- Transverse direction 

 

Figure C.116 Specimen 12 top- X2 constant- Transverse direction 

 

Figure C.117 Specimen 12 top- X3 constant- Transverse direction 

 

Figure C.118 Specimen 12 top- Y1 constant- Ribbon direction 

 

Figure C.119 Specimen 12 top- Y2 constant- Ribbon direction 

 

Figure C.120 Specimen 12 top- Y3 constant- Ribbon direction 
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Figure C.121 Specimen 14 bottom- X1 constant- Transverse direction 

 

Figure C.122 Specimen 14 bottom- X2 constant- Transverse direction 

 

Figure C.123 Specimen 14 bottom- X3 constant- Transverse direction 

 

Figure C.124 Specimen 14 bottom- Y1 constant- Ribbon direction 

 

Figure C.125 Specimen 14 bottom- Y2 constant- Ribbon direction 

 

Figure C.126 Specimen 14 bottom- Y3 constant- Ribbon direction 
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Figure C.127 Specimen 14 top- X1 constant- Transverse direction 

 

Figure C.128 Specimen 14 top- X2 constant- Transverse direction 

 

Figure C.129 Specimen 14 top- X3 constant- Transverse direction 

 

Figure C.130 Specimen 14 top- Y1 constant- Ribbon direction 

 

Figure C.131 Specimen 14 top- Y2 constant- Ribbon direction 

 

Figure C.132 Specimen 14 top- Y3 constant- Ribbon direction 
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Figure C.133 Specimen 15 bottom- X1 constant- Transverse direction 

 

Figure C.134 Specimen 15 bottom- X2 constant- Transverse direction 

 

Figure C.135 Specimen 15 bottom- X3 constant- Transverse direction 

 

Figure C.136 Specimen 15 bottom- Y1 constant- Ribbon direction 

 

Figure C.137 Specimen 15 bottom- Y2 constant- Ribbon direction 

 

Figure C.138 Specimen 15 bottom- Y3 constant- Ribbon direction 
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Figure C.139 Specimen 15 top- X1 constant- Transverse direction 

 

Figure C.140 Specimen 15 top- X2 constant- Transverse direction 

 

Figure C.141 Specimen 15 top- X3 constant- Transverse direction 

 

Figure C.142 Specimen 15 top- Y1 constant- Ribbon direction 

 

Figure C.143 Specimen 15 top- Y2 constant- Ribbon direction 

 

Figure C.144 Specimen 15 top- Y3 constant- Ribbon direction 
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Figure C.145 Specimen 16 bottom- X1 constant- Transverse direction 

 

Figure C.146 Specimen 16 bottom- X2 constant- Transverse direction 

 

Figure C.147 Specimen 16 bottom- X3 constant- Transverse direction 

 

Figure C.148 Specimen 16 bottom- Y1 constant- Ribbon direction 

 

Figure C.149 Specimen 16 bottom- Y2 constant- Ribbon direction 

 

Figure C.150 Specimen 16 bottom- Y3 constant- Ribbon direction 
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Figure C.151 Specimen 16 top- X1 constant- Transverse direction 

 

Figure C.152 Specimen 16 top- X2 constant- Transverse direction 

 

Figure C.153 Specimen 16 top- X3 constant- Transverse direction 

 

Figure C.154 Specimen 16 top- Y1 constant- Ribbon direction 

 

Figure C.155 Specimen 16 top- Y2 constant- Ribbon direction 

 

Figure C.156 Specimen 16 top- Y3 constant- Ribbon direction 
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Figure C.157 Specimen 17 bottom- X1 constant- Transverse direction 

 

Figure C.158 Specimen 17 bottom- X2 constant- Transverse direction 

 

Figure C.159 Specimen 17 bottom- X3 constant- Transverse direction 

 

Figure C.160 Specimen 17 bottom- Y1 constant- Ribbon direction 

 

Figure C.161 Specimen 17 bottom- Y2 constant- Ribbon direction 

 

Figure C.162 Specimen 17 bottom- Y3- constant- Ribbon direction 
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Figure C.163 Specimen 17 top- X1 constant- Transverse direction 

 

Figure C.164 Specimen 17 top- X2 constant- Transverse direction 

 

Figure C.165 Specimen 17 top- X3 constant- Transverse direction 

 

Figure C.166 Specimen 17 top- Y1 constant- Ribbon direction 

 

Figure C.167 Specimen 17 top- Y2 constant- Ribbon direction 

 

Figure C.168 Specimen 17 top- Y3 constant- Ribbon direction 
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Figure C.169 Specimen 18 bottom- X1 constant- Transverse direction 

 

Figure C.170 Specimen 18 bottom- X2 constant- Transverse direction 

 

Figure C.171 Specimen 18 bottom- X3 constant- Transverse direction 

 

Figure C.172 Specimen 18 bottom- Y1 constant- Ribbon direction 

 

Figure C.173 Specimen 18 bottom- Y2 constant- Ribbon direction 

 

Figure C.174 Specimen 18 bottom- Y3 constant- Ribbon direction 
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Figure C.175 Specimen 18 top- X1 constant- Transverse direction 

 

Figure C.176 Specimen 18 top- X2 constant- Transverse direction 

 

Figure C.177 Specimen 18 top- X3 constant- Transverse direction 

 

Figure C.177 Specimen 18 top- Y1 constant- Ribbon direction 

 

Figure C.177 Specimen 18 top- Y2 constant- Ribbon direction 

 

Figure C.178 Specimen 18 top- Y3 constant- Ribbon direction 
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APPENDIX D 

Measurements from the 11 cells on the edges of the 575°F specimens. 

TABLE D.1 

CELL LENGTHS IN INCHES FOR MEASUREMENT 1- 575F SPECIMENS- EDGE OF 

SPECIMEN 

 

 

TABLE D.2 

CELL LENGTHS IN INCHES FOR MEASUREMENT 1- 575F SPECIMENS- EDGE OF 

SPECIMEN 

 

Bottom Top Bottom Top Bottom Top Bottom Top

Specimen #

Cell 1 0.423 0.412 0.431 0.446 0.425 0.441 0.448 0.434

Cell 2 0.421 0.42 0.437 0.417 0.445 0.431 0.447 0.434

Cell 3 0.432 0.427 0.431 0.418 0.444 0.432 0.441 0.443

Cell 4 0.424 0.412 0.43 0.445 0.444 0.438 0.443 0.443

Cell 5 0.412 0.411 0.429 0.44 0.446 0.443 0.444 0.447

Cell 6 0.413 0.42 0.429 0.425 0.435 0.4275 0.432 0.449

Cell 7 0.419 0.419 0.445 0.435 0.447 0.435 0.429 0.434

Cell 8 0.425 0.418 0.437 0.42 0.443 0.438 0.465 0.442

Average 0.421 0.417 0.434 0.431 0.441 0.436 0.444 0.441

Spherical- 75"

Measurement 1

11

Spherical Riml=75"- Force Spherical Riml=150" Spherical Riml=150"- Force

17 1816

Bottom Top Bottom Top Bottom Top

Specimen #

Cell 1 0.437 0.425 0.417 0.437 0.457 0.449

Cell 2 0.421 0.427 0.438 0.436 0.453 0.437

Cell 3 0.421 0.431 0.414 0.428 0.443 0.434

Cell 4 0.442 0.441 0.429 0.439 0.436 0.456

Cell 5 0.423 0.434 0.427 0.435 0.431 0.437

Cell 6 0.433 0.431 0.421 0.432 0.457 0.45

Cell 7 0.419 0.429 0.43 0.428 0.449 0.435

Cell 8 0.423 0.419 0.431 0.437 0.446 0.443

Average 0.427 0.430 0.426 0.434 0.447 0.443

Measurement 1- Continued

Cylindrical Riml=77"-LT Cylindrical Riml=77"-WT-ForceCylindrical Riml=77"-WT

2 58
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TABLE D.3 

CELL LENGTHS IN INCHES FOR MEASUREMENT 2- 575F SPECIMENS- EDGE OF 
SPECIMEN 

 

 

TABLE D.4 

CELL LENGTHS IN INCHES FOR MEASUREMENT 2- 575F SPECIMENS- EDGE OF 

SPECIMEN 

 

 

 

 

Bottom Top Bottom Top Bottom Top Bottom Top

Specimen #

Cell 1 0.382 0.383 0.362 0.355 0.356 0.35 0.385 0.356

Cell 2 0.382 0.384 0.348 0.363 0.36 0.352 0.339 0.352

Cell 3 0.369 0.379 0.341 0.356 0.361 0.353 0.359 0.351

Cell 4 0.385 0.387 0.363 0.35 0.344 0.354 0.349 0.353

Cell 5 0.365 0.376 0.352 0.357 0.35 0.347 0.347 0.341

Cell 6 0.379 0.379 0.343 0.352 0.361 0.352 0.375 0.364

Cell 7 0.374 0.374 0.362 0.361 0.34 0.34 0.361 0.346

Cell 8 0.365 0.364 0.351 0.377 0.355 0.351 0.354 0.35

Average 0.375 0.378 0.353 0.359 0.353 0.350 0.359 0.352

Spherical Riml=75"- Force Spherical Riml=150" Spherical Riml=150"- ForceSpherical- 75"

Measurement 2

1816 1711

Bottom Top Bottom Top Bottom Top

Specimen #

Cell 1 0.349 0.363 0.344 0.348 0.359 0.379

Cell 2 0.359 0.363 0.351 0.348 0.369 0.368

Cell 3 0.367 0.349 0.336 0.354 0.369 0.36

Cell 4 0.37 0.351 0.339 0.358 0.382 0.379

Cell 5 0.357 0.367 0.34 0.36 0.359 0.374

Cell 6 0.356 0.355 0.356 0.358 0.354 0.355

Cell 7 0.36 0.376 0.341 0.342 0.363 0.369

Cell 8 0.366 0.357 0.347 0.359 0.353 0.357

Average 0.361 0.360 0.344 0.353 0.364 0.368

Measurement 2- Continued

Cylindrical Riml=77"-LT Cylindrical Riml=77"-WT-Force Cylindrical Riml=77"-WT

2 5 8
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TABLE D.5 

CELL LENGTHS IN INCHES FOR MEASUREMENT 1- 575 SPECIMENS- CENTER OF 
SPECIMEN 

 

TABLE D.6 

CELL LENGTHS IN INCHES FOR MEASUREMENT 1- 575 SPECIMENS- CENTER OF 
SPECIMEN 

 

TABLE D.7 

CELL LENGTHS IN INCHES FOR MEASUREMENT 2- 575 SPECIMENS- CENTER OF 
SPECIMEN 

  

Bottom Top Bottom Top Bottom Top Bottom Top

Specimen #

Cell 1 0.419 0.409 0.433 0.438 0.43 0.434 0.448 0.434

Cell 2 0.411 0.411 0.426 0.429 0.451 0.438 0.428 0.436

Cell 3 0.411 0.397 0.442 0.435 0.443 0.439 0.458 0.436

Average 0.414 0.406 0.434 0.434 0.441 0.437 0.445 0.435

Measurement 1

Spherical- 75" Spherical Riml=75"- Force Spherical Riml=150" Spherical Riml=150"- Force

11 16 17 18

Bottom Top Bottom Top Bottom Top

Specimen #

Cell 1 0.423 0.428 0.425 0.421 0.453 0.445

Cell 2 0.44 0.435 0.439 0.445 0.453 0.441

Cell 3 0.431 0.432 0.435 0.424 0.442 0.442

Average 0.431 0.432 0.433 0.430 0.449 0.443

2 8 5

Measurement 1- Continued

Cylindrical Riml=77"-LT Cylindrical Riml=77"-WT Cylindrical Riml=77"-WT-Force

Bottom Top Bottom Top Bottom Top Bottom Top

Specimen #

Cell 1 0.37 0.386 0.358 0.35 0.359 0.352 0.35 0.357

Cell 2 0.367 0.38 0.35 0.356 0.367 0.344 0.34 0.348

Cell 3 0.374 0.387 0.349 0.357 0.347 0.35 0.35 0.361

Average 0.370 0.384 0.352 0.354 0.358 0.349 0.347 0.355

11 16 17 18

Measurement 2

Spherical- 75" Spherical Riml=75"- Force Spherical Riml=150" Spherical Riml=150"- Force
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TABLE D.8 

CELL LENGTHS IN INCHES FOR MEASUREMENT 2- 575 SPECIMENS- CENTER OF 
SPECIMEN 

 

TABLE D.9 

PERCENT DIFFERENCE BETWEEN UNTESTED SPECIMEN AND TESTED SPECIMEN 

 Bottom Top Bottom Top 
Specimen # Measurement 1 Measurement 2 

2 2.41% 2.78% -0.60% -0.52% 
5 -1.66% 0.30% 5.22% 2.72% 
8 2.04% 3.15% 1.99% -0.98% 
11 6.41% 8.63% -2.73% -6.72% 
16 1.89% 2.25% 2.27% 1.61% 
17 0.15% 1.58% 0.79% 3.18% 
18 -0.60% 1.95% 3.84% 1.33% 

 

 

 

Bottom Top Bottom Top Bottom Top

Specimen #

Cell 1 0.362 0.357 0.351 0.357 0.338 0.353

Cell 2 0.371 0.369 0.352 0.364 0.341 0.349

Cell 3 0.355 0.36 0.357 0.37 0.346 0.349

Average 0.363 0.362 0.353 0.364 0.342 0.350

2 58

Measurement 2- Continued

Cylindrical Riml=77"-LT Cylindrical Riml=77"-WT-ForceCylindrical Riml=77"-WT


